New Instructions for BTH Compilation Theses

New BTH doctoral- and licentiate theses will not contain the full text versions of the enclosed articles anymore. This is due to copyright reasons. In general publishers allow including the full text of the articles in the printed version of the thesis if it is printed in a limited number of copies. But for the digital version other rules apply which we now intend to follow as it is a general praxis of Swedish universities. The author can, of course, ask each publisher for permission to publish the full text if he/she wishes. But without this permission the author need instead to enter bibliographic records of each of the articles into the BTH DiVA portal and then link these to the thesis. Instructions are found at the library webpages:
http://www.bth.se/bibliotek/publicera/

BTH Joins SND Project on Open Research Data

Together with UmU, LTU, SU, SLU, Kl, LU, HDA and MaH, BTH will join Swedish National Data Service as a partner in a new pilot project. The aim is to establish nodes of competence on how to curate research data according to rules soon expected to be implemented by the Swedish department of Education. Participants from BTH includes Johanna Törnquist representing the TRANS-FORM project; Johan Sanmartin Berglund, Peter Anderberg och Doris Bohman representing the SMART4MD project together with staff from the library and the records office.

Swepub Modified for Bibliometrics

The SwePub database currently contains references to research publications registered in Swedish universities. Now the Royal Library have got extra funding to expand Swepub into an instrument for analysis and bibliometric statistics. See: http://librisbloggen.kb.se/2016/03/08/statusuppdatering-fran-swepub-projektet/

Be strategic – get an overview on coming calls. Some founding agencies/programmes that provide overviews of not only open but also forthcoming calls are for example: Horizon 2020, Vetenskapsrådet, Vinnova, Forte, Formas

Research Professional

Do you want to search for opportunities for external project funding? Try out Research Professional, RP, that is a database with funding opportunities from all over the world that is continually updated with current funding opportunities in all fields of interest. In this database you can search for funding announcements in various research fields or for different funding bodies. You can also set up email alerts to stay informed of new funding opportunities in your areas of interest. BTH subscribes to RP.
www.researchprofessional.com
Questions? Contact Grants Office

BTH Grants Office provide advisory services, project development, and education related to financing for research and development. Contact us for support when you are looking for external funding.

DiVA statistics 2015
Downloaded full texts July-December 2015= 75 408
Searches July-December 2015= 524 591.